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This user manual has been produced to help support Opta Management Software (OMS) and cover’s the 

following; setup/configuration.

Opta Management Software (OMS) Minimum Hardware/Software Requirements

Panel PC/JRS/Workstation/Network Client Machine

Hardware (minimum):

1Ghz Pentium 4 Processor

1Gb RAM (512Mb for SQL)

30Gb HDD

1024 x 768 VGA

Software:

Windows XP SP2, Vista and Windows 7 & 8 (64 & 32 Bit)

Windows Installer 3.1, (4.5 for Win 7 & 8)

Microsoft .Net Framework 3.51 or above

Microsoft SQL Express 2005/2008 R2 Advanced

Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio Express

Microsoft Office Basic 2003 or above (Word & Excel required for reports)

## Note: If the database is installed on a corporate SQL server then clients will NOT need SQL Express 

installed on local machine.
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Logging in (First Use Only):

The first time OMS is run after installation it will prompt to enter details for the system administrator. ALL 

fields highlighted in red MUST be completed before continuing.

In addition to the First Name, Middle Initial, Last Name and Password fields the user can add the following:

Barcode ID - OMS can be configured to allow login via personal ID cards with either Barcodes or RFID 

chips. 

Audit Device Username – The User name to be displayed on Crane hardware devices. This name has a 

fewer number of characters available and so is different to the OMS user name.

Audit Device Password – For ease of entry (due to keypad restrictions) device passwords are different 

from OMS passwords.

Audit Device Superuser – Each Crane hardware device has to have 1 Superuser. Up to 14 more 

(depending on device) non Superusers can be stored in a device at any one. No more than 1 Superuser can 

be stored in a device at any one time.

Crane hardware devices used for data collection require a username and password. Such users can also be 

designated as “super Users” which allows them to change settings on the device.
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Logging in:

When OMS is configured for mobile operation the “Sync Database” icon will be displayed. – This is where 

you have a copy of the database on a server and also on the local machine, this then can be used away 

from any network connection and at certain times be connected back and then both databases are merged 

and brought up to date.

OMS can also be configured for automatic login via barcode/RFID reader. The cursor is defaulted to the 

“Barcode ID” field awaiting a string from the reader. Such strings should be terminated with a CR (carriage 

return) in order to automatically log in.
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Language Options:

Before logging in to OMS the user can select a “Language Option” (English, Spanish, French, German, 

Polish & Custom)

This screen also gives the user options for default “Paper Size” (A4 or Letter) and the “COM Port” select for 

a barcode/RF reader if used for logging in purposes.
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Main Working Screen:

Log Off - This will only log you out of OMS.

Link Tools to Application - See page 48.

Audit Devices - See page 74.

Quick Test - See page 68.

Exit - This will close down OMS and go back to your windows screen.

Minimise - This will minimise OMS to your windows taskbar.

Application - See page 45.

Tools - See page 42.

Reports - See page 109.

Audit Tools - See page 76.

Settings - This allows you to go into the Setup Screens.
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Setup 1/3 Screen:

Back - This allows you to go back to the previous screen.

Custom Lists - See page 27.

Tool Parts - See page 67.

Target Ports - See page 33.

Certification Weights and Load Arms - See page 102.

Certification Transducer - See page 36.

Crib Controllers - See page 40.

Settings - This allows you to go into the Setup Screens.
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Setup 2/3 Screen:

Home - This will take you back to the Main Working Screen.

Back - This allows you to go back to the previous screen.

Users - See page 14.

Logging - This allows you to go in to the logging screen.

Database Functions - This is were you set up you client connection to SQL and database functions as well 

as other administrative task.

User Groups - See page 12.

Non-Working days - See page 16.

Extra Information Fields - See page 29.

Settings - This allows you to go into the Setup Screens.
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Setup 3/3 Screen:

Home - This will take you back to the Main Working Screen.

Back - This allows you to go back to the previous screen.

Calibration Routines - See page 90.

Search and Replace - See page 115.

Misc. Settings - This is were a lot of your default/misc. settings are kept.

Multi-Plant - See page 107.
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Getting Started:

It is very important that you set OMS up correctly from the start, as this will then be the bases for you data 

control.

Each user that uses OMS should have their own unique login.

Setup different groups to control users access to OMS.

Configure you calendar and working day.
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User Groups:

OMS is a multi user software package. Each user is a member of a User Group. A User Group contains 

settings to allow any of it’s member access to certain areas of the software (privileges). A system 

administrator must set up user groups so that users requiring restricted access can be added to them.
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User Groups:

In addition to the slider bars to configure access rights, there are several check boxes to enable specific 

feature on a per group basis.

When OMS is configured for “Multi Plant” mode, groups can also be given access to one or more of those 

plants.
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Users:

ALL users that use OMS should have their own log In details, everything that is carried out in OMS is logged 

and recorded against that Log In, the information contained here is used both within OMS and measurement 

devices.

First Name – First Name of user to be used in OMS.

Middle Initial – Middle initial of user to be used in OMS.

Last Name – Last Name of user to be used in OMS.

Password – OMS password.

Confirm Password – Confirmation of OMS password.

Barcode ID – When a barcode reader, or RF ID scanner is used for automatic login to OMS, each user has 

the contents of the barcode or RF chip stored in the Barcode ID field.

User Group - OMS is a multi user software package. Each user is a member of a User Group. A User 

Group contains settings to allow any of it’s member access to certain areas of the software (privileges.) A 

system administrator must set up user groups so that users requiring restricted access can be added to 

them.

Service Hourly Rate – The chargeable value against a user when they are performing a tool service/repair. 

This value is used by OMS to calculate the labour costs for tool service/repair/maintenance.  (see Tool 

Maintenance section page 62)

Audit Device Username – The User name to be displayed on Crane hardware devices. This name has a 

fewer number of characters available and so is different to the OMS user name.
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Audit Device Password – For ease of entry (due to keypad restrictions) device passwords are different from 

OMS passwords.

Audit Device Superuser – Each Crane hardware device has to have 1 Superuser. Up to 14 more 

(depending on device) non Superusers can be stored in a device at any one. No more than 1 Superuser can 

be stored in a device at any one time.

Administrator – Checking the Administrator box allows the user to have Access to ALL areas of the 

software.
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Users:

Notes - Additional information in the form of free text can be added here.

## Note: Any information entered here cannot be reported on.

Extra Information Fields - Up to 5 additional fields (not shown in the example screen shot) can be 

configured by a user with suitable privileges. These fields are named by the user and are designed to cater 

for customer specific information which is not covered in the standard fields. The 5 additional “User” fields 

are separate and not related to the extra info fields in other areas of the software.  

## Note: Any information added here can be reported on when using a customised report.
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Custom Calendar:

OMS features a user definable calendar which allows the user to configure which days are non working. 

Non working days are disregarded from any timers such as tool service interval or job scheduling etc…

For audit device calibration/verification can be either based on working days OR every day depending 

whether or not the box is checked.

The drop down lists can be used to view desired month and year or the left and right arrow icons can be 

used to go to next / previous month.

OMS can also be configured to colour code any record which is scheduled, such as jobs, tool certification 

etc.. The “working days left” bar in the bottom left corner allows the user to set the number of days for a 

given colour. 
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Custom Calendar:

OMS features a user definable calendar which allows the user to configure which hours within a day are non 

working. Non working hours are disregarded from any timers such as tool service interval or job scheduling 

etc…

The drop down list  for Start of Day allows the user to select at what time the day is considered to be started 

(this may be important for reporting purposes if a night shift straddles midnight).
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Order By:

OMS features a common theme for displaying records. Where ever a list of records is shown within the 

software, the method for ordering and filtering is the same. The above shows an example of how to order 

the records alphabetically for a given column. 

Click on the header of the column to for which the records are to be ordered by. A down arrow will be shown 

in the header to signify A-Z ordering.

A second click in the same header will change the ordering to Z-A and an up arrow will be shown 

accordingly.

A third click removes the ordering and no arrow is shown.
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Column Chooser:

For any given record list the user can configure the content, position and width of the columns to be 

displayed.

To enter the column chooser navigate to the list requiring change, “Right Click” on any of the column 

headers and select “Choose Columns” (See General Navigation – Order Records)

The list of fields on the left are available and can be selected by highlighting and using the Right arrow icon 

to move to the currently displayed list. 

Fields can also be removed from the currently displayed list by highlighting and clicking the left arrow icon.

Once in the currently displayed list the position of the field can be moved up or down using the 

corresponding arrow icons.

The width of the column can by set by editing the “Width” text box next to each selected field.
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Filtering:

OMS features a common theme for displaying records. Where ever a list of records is shown within the 
software, the method for ordering and filtering is the same. The above shows an example of how to 
apply a filter to a given column.

There are 2 types of filters within OMS:

1. Text (which includes numbers) whereby any records containing the filter criteria are displayed. Records 
which do not contain the criteria are hidden. The criteria can be anywhere within the field. Eg

Criteria = an

Record = “Crane” - therefore will be shown

Record = “Tool” - therefore will NOT be shown

2. Numeric value whereby the user is given the option to filter all records which are:

= Equal to a specified number

>= Greater than or equal to a specified number

<= Less than or equal to a specified number

Between two specified numbers – in which case the first number is entered into the top field, and the 
second number is entered in the field below. 

It is also possible to ‘cascade’ filters (add more than 1 filter at once). The procedure for doing so is identical 
to the above.
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Filtering:
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Filtering:

Filters are removed by right clicking the column currently filtered and selecting “Remove Filter.” Where there 

is more than 1 filter applied the user is given the option to remove just the filter from the selected 

column, OR all filters.

Exiting from a record list screen also removes the “Filter”. 
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Records:

Certain screens in OMS utilise an edit record sub menu. Clicking the “Edit Records” icon reveals the main 

record options:

Add, Copy, Edit, Delete and View history.

Screens which do not require a sub menu will display the record icons directly on the main page.
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Copying Records:

OMS features a common theme for copying records. The above screen shot shows an example of a list of 

records and steps though the process of copying one of them.

Where there are other record lists within the software the procedure for copying is the same.
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Editing Records:

OMS features a common theme for editing records. The above screen shot shows an example of a list of 

records and steps though the process of editing one of them.

Where there are other record lists within the software the procedure for editing is the same.
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Custom Lists:
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Custom Lists:

Items can also be removed from the custom list box by clicking the ‘ – ‘ icon. 

The order in which the items will appear in the drop down list will be as displayed in this screen. If a different 

order is required (e.g., with most used values at the top) the up and down arrow keys can be used to 

change the position. 

Some drop down lists are dependant on other lists. For example ‘Tool Model’ requires a manufacturer, and 

therefore the manufacturer table needs to be configured first.
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Custom Lists:

Extra Information Fields

Up to 5 additional fields for each record type can be configured by a user with suitable privileges. 

These fields are named by the user and are designed to cater for customer specific information which is not 

covered in the standard fields. 

The 5 additional fields are available for each record type and each set of five are separate from other record 

type extra info fields.

Any fields which are not configured for use do not appear in the respective record entry screens.

Extra info fields can either be configured as free text entry by the user OR predefined drop down lists.

## Note: Any information added here can be reported on when using a customised report.
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Custom Lists:

Extra Information Fields

Up to 5 additional fields for each record type can be configured by a user with suitable privileges. 

These fields are named by the user and are designed to cater for customer specific information which is not 

covered in the standard fields. 

The 5 additional fields are available for each record type and each set of five are separate from other record 

type extra info fields.

Any fields which are not configured for use do not appear in the respective record entry screens.

Extra info fields can either be configured as free text entry by the user OR predefined drop down lists.

## Note: Any information added here can be reported on when using a customised report.
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Custom Lists:

Extra Information Fields

Up to 5 additional fields for each record type can be configured by a user with suitable privileges. 

These fields are named by the user and are designed to cater for customer specific information which is not 

covered in the standard fields. 

The 5 additional fields are available for each record type and each set of five are separate from other record 

type extra info fields.

Any fields which are not configured for use do not appear in the respective record entry screens.

Extra info fields can either be configured as free text entry by the user OR predefined drop down lists.

## Note: Any information added here can be reported on when using a customised report.
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Custom Lists:

Extra Information Fields

Up to 5 additional fields for each record type can be configured by a user with suitable privileges. 

These fields are named by the user and are designed to cater for customer specific information which is not 

covered in the standard fields. 

The 5 additional fields are available for each record type and each set of five are separate from other record 

type extra info fields.

Any fields which are not configured for use do not appear in the respective record entry screens.

Extra info fields can either be configured as free text entry by the user OR predefined drop down lists.

## Note: Any information added here can be reported on when using a customised report.
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Target Ports:

A ‘Target Port’ contains the information regarding the connection to a Crane device to a PC.

Since OMS is designed as a network capable installation, there is an option to either configure a port for a 

single PC OR a full network path for multiple PCs.

OMS can store multiple target ports so that a number of separate connections can be made.

Selecting ‘This PC only’ defaults the PC Network Name field on the subsequent form (removing the need to  

know this information).
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Target Ports:

PC Network Name - This field will be non editable if ‘this PC only’ option was chosen. It will display the 

current network name of the PC. If the ‘All PC’s’ option was selected, then the network name of the PC 

having the device connected to it must be entered here.

Connection Type - Options are Serial(RS232), USB or Network.

COM Port - A list of COM ports are shown in the drop down list. Those which are currently available 

(installed and NOT being used by another application) are indicated as such.

## Note: When OMS is used in conjunction with the tJRS product the connection type should be IPMS 

mailbox or tJRS Port on later versions. If the tJRS software is running on the same machine check the box 

for “local host” with port 8989 and mailbox No.1

Timeout - The Timeout value is the length of time for which the software will allow without receiving a reply 

from the device before deciding there is a connection problem. A typical value would be 2 to 3 seconds. 

Network connections may require longer.
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Certification Transducers:

Certification transducers are the transducers being used for tool certifications or audit device 

Calibration/Verification.

They are arranged into transducer groups so that users with multiple hardware configurations can easily 

select the devices to be used. This is best illustrated by an example.

The screen shot shows a group of transducers for a JRS (Crane Joint Rate Simulator) AND an MTTS 

(Crane Mobile Torque Testing Station). The JRS may be in one area of a production environment, say the 

tool crib, and would have a 75Nm, 180Nm AND 500Nm transducer on board. The MTTS could be used out 

on line in a different area of the plant and could contain a different set of transducers. 

Each group of transducers is assigned to a target, this is the port to which the hardware devices are 

connected to – see “Creating Target Ports” for details. 
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Certification Transducers:

Certification transducers are the transducers being used for tool certifications or audit device 

Calibration/Verification.

They are arranged into transducer groups so that users with multiple hardware configurations can easily 

select the devices to be used. 
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Certification Transducers:

Transducers must be selected from a predefined list. – see “adding Audit Devices page 74”

Switchbox Group:

Only to be “Ticked” if using a Crane Auto Switching Module.

If a switch box is used in conjunction with readout to automatically select the device to be used, the 

transducer group can be configured to switch over to the next audit device at a user defined torque value.

## Note: If you are using a manual type switchbox then you will need to setup a Transducer Group for each 

Transducer used. You will then be able to select the correct Transducer when carrying out your 

Certification/Validation

External Group:

Only to be used with a second Crane Auto Switching Module.

If this is ticked then it should have the same “Certification Target” as for the Threaded JRS.

## Note: Please check to see if TorqueStar has the correct firmware on for this operation. 
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Certification Transducers:

Many Crane transducers can “overlap” in their range.

For example a 75Nm transducer can be used between 7.5 and 75Nm, whilst a 180Nm transducer is 18 to 

180Nm. This leaves an overlapping range of 18 to 75Nm. Within this range the user would select the 

transducer to use based on the most appropriate drive size.
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Crib Controllers:

Crib Controllers are those tool controllers configured to run transducerised tooling for the purposes of tool 

certification. Typically there would be a controller setup for each manufacturer / associated model range.

The settings for the controller are required so that during the tool certification procedure OMS can 

automatically receive the torque value from the controller and compare it to a master device.
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Crib Controllers:

Manufacturer - This drop down list is user definable. Please see the appropriate section for configuring 
“custom drop down lists.”

It is important to select the correct manufacturer for the controller as this information is used to filter ONLY 
corresponding controllers during a tool certification procedure.

IP Address - The IP address of the controller must be in the same subnet mask as the PC. This is where 
the first three values are the same for the PC as well as the controller it is connected to. The final value 
MUST be unique.

Eg. Controller = 10.0.0.8, PC = 10.0.0.7

Port Number - For Controllers using the Atlas Copco Open Protocol the Port Number must be 4545, OR 
controllers using PFCS protocol whereby default port is 8989

Keep Alive Interval - The Keep Alive value is the length of time for which the software will allow without 
receiving a reply from the device before deciding there is a connection problem. A typical value would be 5 
seconds. 
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Tools:

C Number - Unique number for the tool. Typically the company asset number and is different from the serial 
number as it is possible to have duplicate serial number from different manufacturers

Manufacturer - User definable* drop down list. The selection made in the this field will be used to filter out 
all corresponding records in the Model Number Drop down list.

Model Number - User definable* drop down list. Contains all the specified tool model numbers for the 
manufacturer in the previous field. 

Serial Number - Serial number of tool as defined by the manufacturer.

Category - Tooling type. This value is used both as information about the tool, AND to configure the 
measurement mode on Crane hardware devices during a tool certification.  

Power - User definable* drop down list. Typically will be configured to show Electric, Air etc…..

Test Channel - User definable* drop down list. If a tool is used on a multi channel controller, this field can 
be configured to show which channel the tool is used on.

Maximum Torque - The maximum capability of the tool as defined by the manufacturer.

Torque Units - The units of measure for the tool as defined by the manufacturer.

Maximum Speed - The maximum speed capability of the tool as defined by the manufacturer

Transducer Direction - Measurement direction for the tool

Frequency Response - Filter frequency to be used by the Crane hardware when performing a tool 
certification. The typical value for non impulse type tooling is 542Hz. Impulse type tooling varies according 
to the manufacturers recommendations. Default values for each category type can be changed upon 
request at time of installation.

Cycle End Time - Assuming a measurement has begun, the cycle end time is length of time the 
measurement equipment waits after the torque signal drops below the pre-defined threshold value in order 
to declare the cycle is complete. If the torque value rises above the threshold value again within the cycle 
end time specified, the equipment continues with the measurement cycle and repeats the process the next 
time the torque signal falls below the threshold. 

Click Dip % of Target - Only used when a click wrench type is selected in the category field. This value 
specifies the torque drop off required in  order for the measurement equipment to capture that the click 
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mechanism on the wrench has activated. The value is expressed as a percentage of the target torque 
specified in the application record which the tool is linked to.

Transucerised - A check box to signify whether a tool has a transducer. If so, additional fields will be shown 
(see below). Checking this box also changes the tool certification process such that the software will 
automatically connect to a tool controller so that tool readings can be compared to master readings (from 
Crane hardware). A non checked box results in the software comparing the master reading to the target value 
specified in the corresponding application record which the tool is linked to.

Tang - Denotes if the tool has a “hold and drive’ type head.

Unavailable – Allows the operator to select from a drop down list of reasons as to why a tool is unavailable.

Obsolete - Denotes that the tool has been made obsolete.
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Tools:

Pulses/Degree - A value specified by the manufacturer to indicate the resolution of the angle encoder. If no 

angle encoder is pre-set the field can be set to zero.

Calibration Factor - The value used by the tool controller to adjust the indicated torque in line with the 

values on the master device (Crane hardware). OMS calculates a new value for this field following a tool 

certification. Part of the calculation requires the existing value and therefore the user is prompted to update 

this value each time a tool certification is performed. 

Torque at Shunt - The expected torque reading given when the tools shunt resistor (supplied by the 

manufacturer) is applied to the transducer. This value is not used by OMS OR Crane hardware and is for 

record purposes only.

Resistor - The value in Ohms of the shunt resistor supplied by the manufacturer specific to the tool. This 

value is not used by OMS OR Crane hardware and is for record purposes only.
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Tools:

Notes - Additional information in the form of a text can be added here.

## Note: Any information entered here cannot be reported on.

Purchase Date - Date at which on the tool was purchased 

Purchase Price - Initial Purchase price of the tool

Cycles Service - Check this box to set the service interval based on the number of cycles the tool is 

performing. Cycles will be counted by accumulating the sum of all applications the tool is assigned as 

primary on. Each application has a number of rundowns for an average working day.

Timed Service – Check this box to set the service interval based on a time interval

## Note: When both service boxes are checked whichever is the shortest time takes precedence. 

Recommended Fastenings per service - Number of rundown cycles recommended by the tool 

manufacturer between service intervals.

Extra Information Fields - Up to 5 additional fields (not shown in the example screen shot) can be 

configured by a user with suitable privileges. These fields are named by the user and are designed to cater 

for customer specific information which is not covered in the standard fields. The 5 additional “tool” fields are 

separate and not related to the extra info fields in other areas of the software.  
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Applications:

Joint Index - Unique reference for the Application record. 

Name - Joint Name. Max length 99 characters.

Location - User configurable drop down list, can be set to any value in the list or left blank.

Test Joint - Checking the Test Joint box designates the application as a test joint. Test joints may have 

more than 1 tool assigned (or Linked) to them at any one time. Non test joints may only have a single tool 

assigned at once.

Threshold Torque - The torque value at which a dynamic measurement cycle begins. When the torque falls 

below this value it starts the process of ending the cycle

Static Threshold Torque - The torque value at which a static measurement cycle begins. When the torque 

falls below this value it starts the process of ending the cycle

Torque Units - Units of measure to dimension the torque specifications

Dynamic Torque - Dynamic torque Specifications for the application (joint).

Static Torque - Static torque Specifications for the application (joint). – if there are no separate 

dynamic/static specifications, they can be set the same.

Use Control Limits - Checking the ‘use control limits’ box allows the user to set an inner set of limits for 

both dynamic and static values.

% Limits - Checking the % limits box shows the USL/LSL values as a percentage of the target torque rather 

than an absolute value

Fasteners Per Day - The fasteners per day value is the number of times the application (joint) is performed 

in a normal working day. It is used when a tool is assigned to the joint in order to calculate how many days 

the tool will operate between manufacturers recommended maintenance schedule

Obsolete – Denotes the application has been made obsolete and will remove it from the current list.
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Applications:

Secondary Type - Can be set to ‘Non’, ‘Angle’, ‘Pulse Count’ or ‘Angle and Pulse Count’ 

Dynamic Angle - The angle values used if an inline transducer is intended to be used to measure a 

rundown

Static Angle - The angle values used for a static after check (limits for a good ‘move on test’) 

Pulse Count - The number of pulses acceptable for a dynamic test on an impulse tool.

Threshold Secondary - The torque value in a during a dynamic measurement at which the secondary 

parameters are measured from and to. This value cannot be set to less than the primary threshold torque

Static Threshold Secondary - The torque value in a static measurement at which the secondary 

parameters are measured from and to. This value cannot be set to less than the primary threshold torque
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Applications:

Notes

Additional information in the form of a text can be added here.

## Note: Any information entered here cannot be reported on.

Extra Information Fields - Up to 5 additional fields (not shown in the example screen shot) can be 

configured by a user with suitable privileges. These fields are named by the user and are designed to cater 

for customer specific information which is not covered in the standard fields. The 5 additional “application” 

fields are separate and not related to the extra info fields in other areas of the software.  

## Note: Any information added here can be reported on when using a customised report.
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Linking Tools to Applications:

Once a list of tools and applications (joints) have been added, tool / application links can be configured. 

The purpose of linking (assigning) a tool to an application is to show which tool is being used on which 

joint(s) within the production environment. 

Tools can be linked to applications as either primary or backup. A primary tool is the tool which is currently 

being used on the application. If a tool is linked to an application without being marked as primary it is 

assumed that it is a backup tool. 

Tool - Drop Down list containing all tools in the database. This can be filtered by typing directly into the field. 

When typing in the field there is a time limit of 1 second after the last keystroke before the filter is applied 

(therefore when entering more than 1 character, there must be no more than 1 second between each key 

press). 

Application - Drop down list containing all the applications whose highest torque falls within the capacity of 

the tool selected.

Primary Tool - Checking this option denotes that the tool is the currently running on the application. Only 1 

tool can be assigned as primary for an application at any given time. This restriction does not apply to 

applications denoted as test joints.

Overcheck – Denotes a tool is used as an over check device. Typically used for click wrenches.

Backup Tool – Denotes a tool is assigned to the application as a backup. There are no limitations on the 

number of backup tools allowed.

Rundowns Required - The number of measurements needed to complete a valid tool certification.
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Certification Interval - The time period between certifications. This time is specific to each tool/application 

link. Eg a given tool may need certifying more frequently on one application A, but the same tool less 

frequently on application B.

Pass/Fail Criteria - Click inside the Pass/Fail criteria box to show the current settings. To change what the 

criteria are, check the required function and enter a value in the corresponding field.
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Linking Tools to Applications:

Once a list of tools and applications (joints) have been added, tool / application links can be configured. 

The purpose of linking (assigning) a tool to an application is to show which tool is being used on which 

joint(s) within the production environment. 

Tools can be linked to applications as either primary or backup. A primary tool is the tool which is currently 

being used on the application. If a tool is linked to an application without being marked as primary it is 

assumed that it is a backup tool. 

Notes

Additional information in the form of a text can be added here.

## Note: Any information entered here cannot be reported on.

Extra Information Fields - Up to 5 additional fields (not shown in the example screen shot) can be 

configured by a user with suitable privileges. These fields are named by the user and are designed to cater 

for customer specific information which is not covered in the standard fields. The 5 additional “Tool / 

Application link” fields are separate and not related to the extra info fields in other areas of the software.

## Note: Any information added here can be reported on when using a customised report.
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Performing Tool Certification:

When the list of tool / applications becomes large, filters can be applied to each column to find specific 

records. Eg. A filter can be applied to the tool column to find a specific serial number.
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Performing Tool Certification:

Standard Tool Certification – Standard tooling such as air clutch, stall, or most impulse tools have no 

transducer and therefore no tool controller. As such there will only be 1 torque reading resulting in a 

rundown (that of the master device). OMS compares the reading taken with the target torque value setup for 

the application in which the tool is to be certified against.

Barcode ID – If a barcode reader if connect to the PC it can be used to automatically identify a given tool 

and go directly to the measurement certification measurement screen.

Offline– Normal operation of OMS for tool certification purposes automatically configures the connected 

TorqueStar Opta  and receives each reading as they are taken. For tools which cannot be tested within 

reach of a PC running OMS, there is the Offline option available. This allows the user to download the 

certification information into the TorqueStar Opta, disconnect it from the PC and take all the readings 

remotely. Once the readings are taken, the TorqueStar Opta can be re-connected to the PC and upload the 

data.
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Performing Tool Certification:

Transducerised Tool Certification – Transducerised tooling such as DC electric tools generally have a 

controller which reads out torque values. This gives the user the option of comparing the master torque 

value measured on the Crane Torquestar Opta with either the target value specified in the application OR 

the tool controller value.

Barcode ID – If a barcode reader if connect to the PC it can be used to automatically identify a given tool 

and go directly to the measurement certification measurement screen.

Offline– Normal operation of OMS for tool certification purposes automatically configures the connected 

TorqueStar Opta  and receives each reading as they are taken. For tools which cannot be tested within 

reach of a PC running OMS, there is the Offline option available. This allows the user to download the 

certification information into the TorqueStar Opta, disconnect it from the PC and take all the readings 

remotely. Once the readings are taken, the TorqueStar Opta can be re-connected to the PC and upload the 

data.
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Performing Tool Certification:

Crib Controller – Drop down list containing previously configured crib controllers (See configuring crib 

controllers). This field is automatically filters to give ONLY those controllers whose manufacturer matches 

the tool to be certified.

IP Address - The IP address of the controller must be in the same subnet mask as the PC. This is where 

the first three values are the same for the PC as well as the controller it is connected to. The final value 

MUST be unique. E.g. Controller = 10.0.0.8, PC = 10.0.0.7

The value automatically defaults to that set for the crib controller selected, but is editable if an override is 

required.

Port Number - For Controllers using the Atlas Copco Open Protocol the Port Number must be 4545. The 

value automatically defaults to that set for the crib controller selected, but is editable if an override is 

required.

Keep Alive Interval - The Keep Alive value is the length of time for which the software will allow without 

receiving a reply from the device before deciding there is a connection problem. A typical value would be 5 

seconds. The value automatically defaults to that set for the crib controller selected, but is editable if an 

override is required.

Protocol – Selects the communication protocol to be used to connect to the tool controller.

Certification Transducer Group – Selects the predefined group of transducers to be used for the 

certification

Tool readings to be entered manually – if a tool controller does not have a valid communication protocol, 

users can check this option to allow manual data entry of tool readings.
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Performing Tool Certification:

Calibration Factor - The value used by the tool controller to adjust the indicated torque in line with the 

values on the master device (Crane hardware). OMS calculates a new value for this field following a tool 

certification. Part of the calculation requires the existing value and therefore the user is prompted to update 

this value each time a tool certification is performed. 

Typically, the calibration factor for a DC tool will be stored electronically onboard the tool. To access the 

calibration factor please refer to the controller manufacturers documentation.
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Performing Tool Certification:
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Performing Tool Certification:
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Performing Tool Certification:

Angle Verification – If the tool is fitted with an angle encoder, OMS can compare the value from the tool 

controller with that of the master. This requires an “Angle control, torque monitoring” strategy to be 

configured on the controller. Please refer to the controller manufacturers documentation.
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Performing Tool Certification:

Angle Verification – If the tool is fitted with an angle encoder, OMS can compare the value from the tool 

controller with that of the master. This requires an “Angle control, torque monitoring” strategy to be 

configured on the controller. Please refer to the controller manufacturers documentation.
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Performing Tool Certification:
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Performing Tool Certification:

Notes – A text box is provided for the operator to store any notes necessary regarding the tool certification. 

Notes in this section are specific to the certification just performed, and are stored against the result for later 

review.
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Performing Tool Certification:

Print Report – Printout tool certification document to default printer. The printer can be any suitable printer 

installed on the computers operating system.

Reports can either be selected from the predefined list, be a user defined or a fixed tool certification report.

## Note: Predefined and user selects require the customer report engine module.

Print Label – OMS features a label print option  so that certified tools can be marked accordingly. Either a 

fixed or user defined label can be selected.
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Tool Maintenance:

If the installation of OMS was configured with the tool maintenance module linking tools to applications as 

“primary” also has the function of estimating the number of days before a tool requires service.

The method OMS uses for calculating the number of days to service is as follows:

Each tool record contains a field specifying the manufacturers recommendation for the number of rundown 

cycles between service. 

Each application record contains the number of times that joint will be tightened within a working day*

From the above fields, OMS calculates how many rundowns each tool is performing with a working day* by 

adding up the total number of rundowns from each application the tool is linked as primary to. This 

information can then be used to report when a tool requires scheduled serviceIn order for a tool service to 

be performed it must not be currently assigned to an application as primary.

Where a tool is assigned as primary, OMS will automatically offer any backup tools for that application to 

take it’s place as primary.

Internal – Tools are service by a technician using OMS to track parts and labour.

External – Tools are sent out to a 3rd party vendor for servicing. OMS can track shipping and order details
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Tool Maintenance:

Parts are filtered out based on manufacturer and model of the tool being serviced.

Parts can be select based on either their number or description. Default values for qty, cost and hours are 

automatically entered but can be overtyped if needed.

A check box is available to denote whether the service was scheduled (i.e. preventative maintenance) or not 

(i.e. a breakdown/failure). 

The completed checkbox finalizes the record, once it is check no further editing is allowed. 

If a tool has a service record which is not completed, OMS will not allow any further service records to be 

added.
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Tool Maintenance:

Notes

Additional information in the form of free text can be added here.

## Note: Any information entered here cannot be reported on.

Extra Information Fields - Up to 5 additional fields (not shown in the example screen shot) can be 

configured by a user with suitable privileges. These fields are named by the user and are designed to cater 

for customer specific information which is not covered in the standard fields. The 5 additional “application” 

fields are separate and not related to the extra info fields in other areas of the software. 

## Note: Any information added here can be reported on when using a customised report.
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Tool Maintenance:

Vendor – User definable drop down list containing all vendors that provide tool servicing for the company

Order Number – OMS can track the order numbers for 3rd party tool servicing

Total Cost – OMS can track the invoiced amounts for 3rd part tool servicing

Date Shipped and Returned – OMS allow the user to track shipment dates for 3rd party tool servicing.

A check box is available to denote whether the service was scheduled (i.e. preventative maintenance) or not 

(i.e. a breakdown/failure) 

The completed checkbox finalizes the record, once it is check no further editing is allowed. 

If a tool has a service record which is not completed, OMS will not allow any further service records to be 

added.
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Tool Maintenance:

Notes

Additional information in the form of a text can be added here.

## Note: Any information entered here cannot be reported on.

Extra Information Fields - Up to 5 additional fields (not shown in the example screen shot) can be 

configured by a user with suitable privileges. These fields are named by the user and are designed to cater 

for customer specific information which is not covered in the standard fields. The 5 additional “application” 

fields are separate and not related to the extra info fields in other areas of the software.

## Note: Any information added here can be reported on when using a customised report.
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Tool Parts:

OMS features a Tool Maintenance Module which allows the user to track tool repairs. In order to do this a 

list of parts used for maintenance/repair needs to be setup.

Part Number – Individual number of the Part.

Part Description – A description of the Part.

Unit Cost – Cost Per part.

Default Hours – The number of hours usually required to fit the part. This can be over ridden at the time of 

performing a tool service.

Manufacturer – User definable drop down list containing tool manufacturers. This is used to show the tool 

model numbers in the field below, ONLY specific to the manufacturer selected. Where no Manufacturer is 

selected the part is considered to be generic, for example ‘Grease.’ When performing a tool service on a 

given tool, only parts specific to it’s model number AND generic parts will be available. 

Model Numbers – A list of model numbers specific to the manufacturer selected. The part being created 

will only be available to the models checked (unless the parts are considered Generic – see above). 

Notes - Additional information in the form of free text can be added here.

Obsolete - Denotes that the part has been made obsolete.
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Quick Test:

Used to quickly test a tool, no requirement to enter the tool details or an application (joint).

Just Target Torque.
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Quick Test:
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Quick Test:

Used to quickly test a tool, no requirement to enter the tool details or an application (joint).

Just Target Torque.
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Quick Test:
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Quick Test:

Used to quickly test a tool, no requirement to enter the tool details or an application (joint).

Just Target Torque.
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Quick Test:
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Audit Devices:

C Number - Unique number for the Audit device. Typically the company asset number and is different from 
the serial number as it is possible to have duplicate serial number from different manufacturers

Manufacturer - User definable* drop down list. The selection made in the this field will be used to filter out 
all corresponding records in the Model Number Drop down list.

Model Number - User definable* drop down list. Contains all the specified tool model numbers for the 
manufacturer in the previous field. 

Description – Text description of the device.

Serial Number - Serial number of the device as defined by the manufacturer.

Type – Torque transducer only, Angle encoder only or torque and angle device.  

Maximum Torque - The maximum capability of the device as defined by the manufacturer.

Torque Units - The units of measure for the device as defined by the manufacturer.

Transducer Direction – Calibrated measurement direction for the device.

PPR (Pulses Per Revolution) - a value specified by the manufacturer to indicate the resolution of the angle 
encoder. If no angle encoder is preset the field can be set to zero.

Pulses/Degree - A value specified by the manufacturer to indicate the resolution of the angle encoder. If no 
angle encoder is preset the field can be set to zero.

Torque at 2mV/V – Sometimes called the ‘cal’ value of a transducer. It is the torque value indicated when 
the ‘actual’ full scale load is applied.

Torque at Shunt - The expected torque reading given when the devices shunt resistor (supplied by the 
manufacturer) is applied to the transducer. This value is not used by OMS OR Crane hardware and is for 
record purposes only.

Bridge Resistance – The resistance measured across the transducer bridge expressed in Ohms as defined 
by the manufacturer.

Calibration Interval – The time period between calibrations. This value can be filtered/ordered to give the 
user a list of which devices are close or overdue for calibration. Typically a Calibration would be every 6 
months to a year and be performed by an external nationally accredited laboratory.
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Verification Interval - The time period between verification. This value can be filtered/ordered to give the 
user a list of which devices are close or overdue for verification. Typically a Verification would be performed 
on a much more frequent basis than a certification, usually ‘in house’ and to a lesser accuracy of 
measurement. 

FSD Voltage – The amount of signal voltage outputted by the transducer under full scale deflection.
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Audit Devices:

Notes - Additional information in the form of free text can be added here.

## Note: Any information entered here cannot be reported on.

Extra Information Fields - Up to 5 additional fields (not shown in the example screen shot) can be 

configured by a user with suitable privileges. These fields are named by the user and are designed to cater 

for customer specific information which is not covered in the standard fields. The 5 additional “audit device” 

fields are separate and not related to the extra info fields in other areas of the software.  

## Note: Any information added here can be reported on when using a customised report.
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Jobs:

A Job is record which contains the relevant information which a Crane Hardware Device needs in order to 
take and store a measurement. Jobs take the information from a specified Application (Joint) such as 
Torque and/or second parameter spec limits, and then adds fields to them according to what type of 
measurement is going to be on that application. The reason for referencing an Application from within a 
Job is so that more than one Job can be setup per application. In the example shown above, the 
application “1a – Front Struts LH” is selected. Therefore all the torque / second parameter specs from 
this application are used. Once the readings are collected and uploaded into the database, the user 
would be able to generate a report showing all the readings for this application. Further, if another, but 
different type of measurement was needed on the same application, a different Job could be configured 
referencing the same application. Now when the user runs a report on the application both the data from 
the first and second job will be shown. This has many advantages as it allows cross correlation of data 
from many different sources. This is best illustrated by an example.

An application “Front Struts LH” has 3 different torque checks done on it

1. Initial setup when a tool is first put on the Job. A 30 reading study is needed to ensure the tool is 
performing correctly. The study is performed using an inline ‘dynamic’ rotary transducer

2. Production perform a check of 1 reading 4 times a shift with a digital wrench.

3. Quality perform a check of 1 reading once a week with a digital wrench.

Each of the 3 checks has different requirements…..type of equipment used, number of readings, 
static/dynamic etc. however it is the same joint being tested. OMS gives the user the ability to configure 
each of the tests as a separate job, then correlate the data together 

Application – Drop Down list containing the applications previously configured. 

Samples – Number of readings to be taken in a subgroup of data

Subgroups – Number of subgroups of data. Once all subgroups are full in the measuring device, no further 
readings can be taken until the data has been upload to OMS.

Name – The Name that will be displayed on the Measurement device. The Job name will default to what the 
application name is and can be edited thereafter.

Description – Job description which can be viewed on the measurement device.

Audit Type - User definable* drop down list.

Measurement Mode – Contains the type of measurement to be taken. The selection made on this field will 
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determine whether other fields are necessary. OMS dose not require a specific piece of hardware for a given 
job. i.e. any device which is capable of taking a measurement as defined by the job settings can be used. 
However, some measurement modes can only be performed by certain hardware.

Dynamic or Static – Either static or dynamic spec limits are to be used as defined by the selected 
application.

Secondary Parameter – This can either be Angle or Pulse Count. 

Direction – The direction of the measurement to be taken.

Audit Interval – If this box is checked the user will be given the option to enter a time interval for how often 
the job needs to be performed. OMS can then report on this.

Job Comment Length – The number of characters available on the data collector for storing comments 
about the Job. 

Subgroup Comment Length - The number of characters available on the data collector for storing 
comments about the Subgroup of data. 

Subgroup Reference Length - The number of characters available on the data collector for storing 
comments about the Subgroup of data. 
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Audit Tools on Application:

Audit mode is only available to ProWrench Opta and IQWrench Opta devices.

Additional Values requires for Audit mode Jobs:

Type – Either NMA or Normal. Normal mode captures the torque value at the point where the wrench head 

has moved through the specified number of degrees.

Target Angle – The number of degrees moved with the torque value above the threshold level (set in the 

Application record) before the torque value is captured.

Adapter Type – Crane wrenches feature an interchangeable head system which allows the user to swap 

the drive type to be suitable for the joint to be measured. There are a number of different adapters available 

where the length from the end of the wrench head to the center of the fastener remain the same regardless 

of drive type (called a common center line). This is important as any change to the effective length of the 

wrench will change it’s calibration i.e. skew the readings taken. Crane wrenches also have the ability to 

utilise different length adapters and compensate for the change in calibration. This can be done by entering 

an Adapter Type of length, then specifying the length in mm. Only the job being created will then use this 

figure to adjust the reading to give a correct measurement when the longer adapter is used. This does rely 

on the user to ensure the correct adapter is fitted to the wrench for this Job. 

A more automated system is to choose Adapter Type “ID” which will reveal another drop down list from 

which to choose the ID number of the head to be used (see configuring Adapter ID’s). Using the ID feature 

on a wrench ensures the correct adapter is in place before the Job measurement is allowed to take place.
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Audit Tools on Application:

Click Dip Mode is not available on ProWrench Opta and IQWrench Opta devices.

Additional Values requires for Click Dip mode Jobs:

Frequency Response - Filter frequency to be used by the Crane hardware when performing a tool 

certification. The typical value for non impulse type tooling is 542Hz. Impulse type tooling varies according 

to the manufacturers recommendations. Default values for each category type can be changed upon 

request at time of installation.

Cycle End Time - Assuming a measurement has begun, the cycle end time is length of time the 

measurement equipment waits after the torque signal drops below the pre-defined threshold value in order 

to declare the cycle is complete. If the torque value rises above the threshold value again within the cycle 

end time specified, the equipment continues with the measurement cycle and repeats the process the next 

time the torque signal falls below the threshold. 

Click Dip Threshold - This value specifies the torque drop off required in  order for the measurement 

equipment to capture that the click mechanism on the wrench has activated. 
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Audit Tools on Application:

Peak Mode is available on all Crane measurement devices.

Additional Values requires for Peak mode Jobs:

Frequency Response - Filter frequency to be used by the Crane hardware when performing a tool 

certification. The typical value for non impulse type tooling is 542Hz. Impulse type tooling varies according 

to the manufacturers recommendations. Default values for each category type can be changed upon 

request at time of installation.

Cycle End Time - Assuming a measurement has begun, the cycle end time is length of time the 

measurement equipment waits after the torque signal drops below the pre-defined threshold value in order 

to declare the cycle is complete. If the torque value rises above the threshold value again within the cycle 

end time specified, the equipment continues with the measurement cycle and repeats the process the next 

time the torque signal falls below the threshold. 

Adapter Type – Crane wrenches feature an interchangeable head system which allows the user to swap 

the drive type to be suitable for the joint to be measured. There are a number of different adapters available 

where the length from the end of the wrench head to the center of the fastener remain the same regardless 

of drive type (called a common center line). This is important as any change to the effective length of the 

wrench will change it’s calibration i.e. skew the readings taken. Crane Wrenches also have the ability to 

utilise different length adapters and compensate for the change in calibration. This can be done by entering 

an adapter Type of length, then specifying the length in mm. Only the job being created will then use this 

figure to adjust the reading to give a correct measurement when the longer adapter is used. This does rely 

on the user to ensure the correct adapter is fitted to the wrench for this Job. 

A more automated system is to choose Adapter Type “ID” which will reveal another drop down list from 

which to choose the ID number of the head to be used (see configuring Adapter ID’s.) Using the ID feature 

on a wrench ensures the correct adapter is in place before the Job measurement is allowed to take place.
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Audit Tools on Application:

Impulse Mode is not available on ProWrench Opta and IQWrench Opta devices.

Additional Values requires for Impulse mode Jobs:

Frequency Response - Filter frequency to be used by the Crane hardware when performing a tool 

certification. The typical value for non impulse type tooling is 542Hz. Impulse type tooling varies according 

to the manufacturers recommendations. Default values for each category type can be changed upon 

request at time of installation.

Cycle End Time - Assuming a measurement has begun, the cycle end time is length of time the 

measurement equipment waits after the torque signal drops below the pre-defined threshold value in order 

to declare the cycle is complete. If the torque value rises above the threshold value again within the cycle 

end time specified, the equipment continues with the measurement cycle and repeats the process the next 

time the torque signal falls below the threshold. 
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Audit Tools on Application:

Yield mode is only available to ProWrench Opta and IQWrench Opta devices.

Additional Values requires for Yield mode Jobs:

Joint Type – Soft, Medium or Hard. This is used by the wrench in determining when the gradient of Torque 

Vs. angle curve has moved into the Yield zone of the fastener.

Target Angle – The number of degrees moved with the torque value above the threshold level (set in the 

Application record) before the torque value is captured.

Adapter Type – Crane wrenches feature an interchangeable head system which allows the user to swap 

the drive type to be suitable for the joint to be measured. There are a number of different adapters available 

where the length from the end of the wrench head to the center of the fastener remain the same regardless 

of drive type (called a common center line). This is important as any change to the effective length of the 

wrench will change it’s calibration i.e. skew the readings taken. Crane wrenches also have the ability to 

utilise different length adapters and compensate for the change in calibration. This can be done by entering 

an Adapter Type of length, then specifying the length in mm. Only the job being created will then use this 

figure to adjust the reading to give a correct measurement when the longer adapter is used. This does rely 

on the user to ensure the correct adapter is fitted to the wrench for this Job. 

A more automated system is to choose Adapter Type “ID” which will reveal another drop down list from 

which to choose the ID number of the head to be used (see configuring Adapter ID’s). Using the ID feature 

on a wrench ensures the correct adapter is in place before the Job measurement is allowed to take place.
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Audit Tools on Application:

Move on mode is only available to IQWrench Opta devices.

Additional Values requires for MoveOn mode Jobs:

Move on Version – Either 1 or 2

No. of Features – Move on mode looks for “features” or inflection points (gradient changes) in the torque Vs 

angle curve. There can often be more than 1 change, for example when the bolt head starts to turn, then 

when the threads start to move etc… This feature allows the user to select which feature is stored.

Adapter Type – Crane wrenches feature an interchangeable head system which allows the user to swap 

the drive type to be suitable for the joint to be measured. There are a number of different adapters available 

where the length from the end of the wrench head to the center of the fastener remain the same regardless 

of drive type (called a common center line). This is important as any change to the effective length of the 

wrench will change it’s calibration i.e. skew the readings taken. Crane Wrenches also have the ability to 

utilise different length adapters and compensate for the change in calibration. This can be done by entering 

an Adapter Type of length, then specifying the length in mm. Only the job being created will then use this 

figure to adjust the reading to give a correct measurement when the longer adapter is used. This does rely 

on the user to ensure the correct adapter is fitted to the wrench for this Job. 

A more automated system is to choose Adapter Type “ID” which will reveal another drop down list from 

which to choose the ID number of the head to be used (see configuring Adapter ID’s). Using the ID feature 

on a wrench ensures the correct adapter is in place before the Job measurement is allowed to take place.
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Audit Tools on Application:

Certain Jobs may be configured for use on a Crane TMAC (Tool Monitor And Controller). Where this is the 

case additional fields need to be specified.

Calibration Factor - The value used by the tool controller to adjust the indicated torque in line with the 

values on the master device 

Pulses to Ignore – If an impulse tool is used the TMAC can be set to ignore the first ‘n’ pulses above the 

torque threshold as defined in the Application record. This is typically used to ignore any spikes which may 

occur during the start-up of the tool, or when the fastener seats onto a hard joint after a very fast ‘free run’ 

period.

Proportional Air Control – The TMAC can be used in conjunction with a particular type of valve in order to 

vary the air pressure (and therefore power) to the tool during the rundown cycle. It does this in 3 distinct 

steps (somewhat similar to a multi stage strategy on a DC electric tool). The first stage air is the free run of 

the tool. The next 2 stages comprise of an air pressure to change to, and a torque value at which to change 

at (expressed as a percentage of the target torque).
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Audit Tools on Application:

Notes - Additional information in the form of free text can be added here.

## Note: Any information entered here cannot be reported on.

Development Engineer – Text field used for information purposes. This field does not get transferred to the 

device.

Rank – Text field used for information purposes. This field does not get transferred to the device.

Extra Information Fields - Up to 5 additional fields (not shown in the example screen shot) can be 

configured by a user with suitable privileges. These fields are named by the user and are designed to cater 

for customer specific information which is not covered in the standard fields. The 5 additional “job” fields are 

separate and not related to the extra info fields in other areas of the software.

## Note: Any information added here can be reported on when using a customised report.
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Audit Tools on Application:

Rounds:

A round is a collection of Jobs which may be performed in “any order” or an order specified by the user.

Name – The name of the Round. This field will be displayed on the device in the “round list” screen.

Direction – Jobs within a round can be configured to have: 

Any order whereby the user simply selects manually from the list of jobs within the round chosen. Typically 
this would be useful where the joints do not follow a regular pattern BUT the user still wants a way of 
separating the jobs to do from the main Jobs list on the device. 

Vertical where all the readings in the first subgroup of data are taken on the first job before moving to the 
next job to complete all the readings in it’s first subgroup. Each subsequent job would be loaded and the 
first subgroup of data taken until after the last job within the round at which point the user is returned to 
the beginning to take all the readings in the second subgroup. 

Horizontal where the first reading is taken on the first job, then the first reading on the second job and so on 
until after the first reading on the last job has been taken at which point the user is returned to the 
beginning to take the second reading within each Job. This cycle will continue until ALL the readings 
have been taken for ALL the jobs.

Location - User definable drop down list.

Audit Interval – If this box is checked the user will be given the option to enter a time interval for how often 
the Round needs to be performed. OMS can then report on this.

Description - Round description which can be viewed on the measurement device.

Jobs – Contains a list of Jobs within the Round in the order shown. Clicking the box allows the user to 
add/subtract Jobs on the list from all the Jobs configured. To this the user must highlight the Job required 
and use the right / left arrow key icons to add / subtract accordingly. Once more than one Job is in the 
Round, the order in which they appear can be adjusted by highlighting a Job and using the up / down 
arrow key icons accordingly.
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Audit Tools on Application:

Notes - Additional information in the form of a text can be added here.

## Note: Any information entered here cannot be reported on.

Extra Information Fields - Up to 5 additional fields (not shown in the example screen shot) can be 

configured by a user with suitable privileges. These fields are named by the user and are designed to cater 

for customer specific information which is not covered in the standard fields. The 5 additional “Round” fields 

are separate and not related to the extra info fields in other areas of the software.  

## Note: Any information added here can be reported on when using a customised report.
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Audit Tools on Application:

Groups:

A Group is a collection of Rounds which are designed to make up/down loading to a device easier. There is 

no automatic sequencing from one round to another. However, the order in which the rounds appear on 

the device can be set.

Name – The name of the Group. This field will  NOT be displayed on the device, only in OMS.

Rounds – Contains a list of Rounds within the Group in the order shown. Clicking the box allows the user to 

add/subtract Rounds on the list from all the Round configured. To this the user must highlight the Round 

required and use the right / left arrow key icons to add / subtract accordingly. Once more than one round 

is in the Group, the order in which they appear can be adjusted by highlighting a Round and using the up 

/ down arrow key icons accordingly.
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Audit Tools on Application:

Notes - Additional information in the form of a text can be added here.

## Note: Any information entered here cannot be reported on.

Extra Information Fields - Up to 5 additional fields (not shown in the example screen shot) can be 

configured by a user with suitable privileges. These fields are named by the user and are designed to cater 

for customer specific information which is not covered in the standard fields. The 5 additional “Group” fields 

are separate and not related to the extra info fields in other areas of the software. 

## Note: Any information added here can be reported on when using a customised report.
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Calibration / Verification:

OMS has the ability to perform a step by step procedure for calibrating or verifying audit devices, such as 
rotary transducers or digital wrenches etc….

In keeping with the concept of flexibility running throughout OMS, the Calibration/Verification routines can be 
configured to each customers requirements.

Name – The name given to the routine being configured.

Description– The description of the routine being configured.

Type – Either Dead Weight or Loader.

Measured Property – OMS can be configured to either measure torque directly, OR voltage depending on 
the calibration routine requirements.

Action – Drop down list containing the actions available on a per step basis for a calibration/verification. 

Torque Right – A torque applied to the audit device in the clockwise direction. Selecting this option requires 
a torque value expressed as a percentage of the full scale of the device to be entered. No value for required 
angle or time is required.

Torque Left - A torque applied to the audit device in the counter clockwise direction. Selecting this option 
requires a torque value expressed as a percentage of the full scale of the device to be entered. No value for 
required angle or time is required.

Zero Torque – A reading to be taken where no load is applied to the audit device. Selecting this option 
defaults the torque value field to 0.00. No value for required angle or time is required.

Time delay – An amount of time expressed in seconds which needs to pass by before the next action is 
allowed to take place. OMS will show this timer at the appropriate point and count down foe the user to see.

Angle check – An angle by which the device must be moved and compared to the value required. No value 
for torque or time is required.

Pass/Fail Criteria – click on the box to amend the Pass/fail criteria for the average differences in the 
routine. Individual measured Vs actual differences for each step have their own tolerance limit specified in 
the  field supplied.
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Calibration / Verification:

Notes - Additional information in the form of free text can be added here.

## Note: Any information entered here cannot be reported on.

Extra Information Fields - Up to 5 additional fields (not shown in the example screen shot) can be 

configured by a user with suitable privileges. These fields are named by the user and are designed to cater 

for customer specific information which is not covered in the standard fields. The 5 additional “Audit Device 

Calibration routine” fields are separate and not related to the extra info fields in other areas of the software.  

## Note: Any information added here can be reported on when using a customised report.
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Comms:
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Comms:

Test Link - The Test Link function enables the user to test a given target port to ensure it is configured 

correctly. It also allows the user to see the identity of the device connected, it’s software version and the 

functions which it is capable of performing.

## Note: This will only work with Crane Products.

Crane devices which are not compatible with OMS will be highlighted with red text to say so. Some devices 

maybe upgraded to become compatible. 
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Downloading Users:

All Crane devices which communicate with OMS require a minimum of 1 user in order to be able to store 

data. 

The first user in the device ONLY, has to be a superuser (see User Configuration) All other users in the 

device have to be non superusers.

OMS shows the list of device superuser names to select from. Clicking the left and right arrow keys move 

the user name highlighted from the list, into the ‘ready to download’ area.
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Downloading Users:

Once Superusers have been selected, OMS shows the list of device standard user names to select from. 

Clicking the left and right arrow keys move the user name highlighted from the list, into the ‘ready to 

download’ area.
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Downloading Jobs:

In order to download Jobs into a Crane device the user must highlight the required jobs and use the right/left 

arrow icons to move from the job list to the ‘waiting for download’ area. Once in this area, the order in which 

they will appear on the device can be changed by using the up/down arrow icons.

Where there are a large number of jobs to choose from, the user may apply a filter to the job list accordingly 

(see applying filters).
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Uploading Jobs:

In order to upload Jobs from a Crane device the user must put a check mark against the required jobs. The 

‘available for upload’ box is a list of jobs which the device has in it.

There is a further check box for deleting from the device after upload. In the unchecked state only the data 

(readings) for the selected jobs will be uploaded, leaving the jobs in the device ready for a new set of 

readings to be taken. In the checked state, both readings AND jobs will be uploaded from the device at 

which point the job will have to be downloaded if a new collection of readings is required.
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Downloading Rounds:

In order to download Rounds into a Crane device the user must highlight the required Rounds and use the 

right/left arrow icons to move from the Round list to the ‘waiting for download’ area. Once in this area, the 

order in which they will appear on the device can be changed by using the up/down arrow icons.

Where there are a large number of Rounds to choose from, the user may apply a filter to the Round list 

accordingly (see applying filters).
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Uploading Rounds:

In order to upload Rounds from a Crane device the user must put a check mark against the required 

Rounds. The ‘available for upload’ box is a list of Rounds which the device has in it.

There is a further check box for deleting from the device after upload. In the unchecked state only the data 

(readings) for the Jobs within the selected Rounds will be uploaded, leaving the Rounds in the device ready 

for a new set of readings to be taken. In the checked state, both readings AND jobs within selected Rounds 

will be uploaded from the device at which point the Round will have to be downloaded if a new collection of 

readings is required.
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Downloading Groups:

In order to download Groups into a Crane device the user must highlight the required Groups and use the 

right/left arrow icons to move from the Group list to the ‘waiting for download’ area. Once in this area, the 

order in which the Rounds within the Groups will appear on the device can be changed by using the 

up/down arrow icons.

Where there are a large number of Groups to choose from, the user may apply a filter to the Group list 

accordingly (see applying filters).
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Uploading Groups:

Crane devices do not have group names stored within them. Groups are present in OMS in order to make it 

more convenient for the user to select a number of Rounds to be downloaded at once without have to 

continually select those Rounds on every download. Therefore, when uploading Groups, OMS shows the 

full list of rounds within the group and automatically places a check mark against all the Rounds in the 

available for upload list.

If certain rounds are not required for upload, the user may manually remove the corresponding check mark. 

There is a further check box for deleting from the device after upload. In the unchecked state only the data 

(readings) for the Jobs within the selected Rounds will be uploaded, leaving the Rounds in the device ready 

for a new set of readings to be taken. In the checked state, both readings AND jobs within selected Rounds 

will be uploaded from the device at which point the Round will have to be downloaded if a new collection of 

readings is required.
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Configuring Weights & Beams:

OMS has the option of performing Calibrations or Verifications using either a mechanical loader or a dead 

weight set and beam rig.

In order to perform dead weight routines both weight sets and beams must be configured.

C Number – Unique ID for each weight

Mass – Nominal value of weight

Real Mass – Calibrated value of the weight

Units – Units of measure for the weight
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Configuring Weights & Beams:

Use the left and right arrow icons to add weights to the weight set. The up and down arrow icons arrange 

the order.
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Configuring Weights & Beams:

C Number – Unique ID for each beam

Length – Nominal value of beam length

Real Length – Calibrated value of the length

Units – Units of measure for the weight

Torque Rating – Max torque rating for the beam

Default Weight Set – Group of weights most often used with this beam
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Audit Device Calibrations:

Audit Device calibrations / verifications are defined by the user and can be either setup for a mechanical 

loader arm, or dead weight and beam rig.
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Audit Device Calibrations:
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Multi Plant:

OMS has the capability of being converted to a multi plant database.

Multi Plant databases have common tables for settings, drop down lists, extra info fields etc… but segregate 

records such as Tools, Applications and Jobs.

User groups can be setup to have access to one or more plants.

When the user logs in to OMS, they will be presented with a drop down list containing all the plants they 

have access to.
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Reports:

Predefined Reports – these are generic reports that have been produced by Crane for general use

User Reports – these are reports that have either been created by yourself or have been compiled by 

Crane.
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Reports:

Predefined Reports – these are generic reports that have been produced by Crane for general use

User Reports – these are reports that have either been created by yourself or have been compiled by 

Crane.

Report to be run on OMS Startup – this can be used to run a predefined or user report at startup of OMS 

to a default printer.

Report to be auto-run after Certification/Validation – this is used when a cert/validation is completed and 

you have accepted the result then a report is generated without seeing the screen.

Reprt to be run at fixed intervals – you can run any type of report at a set interval if required.

Interval (Mins) – time in minutes for when the report will run.
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Reports:

Predefined Reports – these are generic reports that have been produced by Crane for general use

User Reports – these are reports that have either been created by yourself or have been compiled by 

Crane.

Report to be run on OMS Startup – this can be used to run a predefined or user report at startup of OMS 

to a default printer.

Report to be auto-run after Certification/Validation – this is used when a cert/validation is completed and 

you have accepted the result then a report is generated without seeing the screen.

Reprt to be run at fixed intervals – you can run any type of report at a set interval if required.

Interval (Mins) – time in minutes for when the report will run.
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Reports:
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Reports:
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Reports:

This view allows you to customize/change a report to fit your requirements.
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Search / Replace:

OMS features a custom language option which allows the user to find all occurrences of a given word and 

replace them with the value entered in.

Once all replacements have been made, the user must log out and select the custom language option.
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Misc. Settings:

Exit Always Available – if not checked the program can only be exited by an administrator

Disable Certification Reading Addition/Deletion - if checked prevents users from removing values or 

adding new values. This stops the user having the ability to influence the results to make a tool look correct 

when it isn’t properly functioning.

Auto-purge Login Records on Startup - will purge all old login records automatically on Start Up

Multi-Print enabled - allows multiple prints of the same labels at one time rather than having to go back in 

to the certification to print more than one.

Disable Certification Cancellation - it prevents the user from being able to cancel the certification if they 

do not like it, which prevents the same problem cause by the deletion/addition of results.

No Excel AutoSave

Click Mode % of Transducer Range - is a safety factor that has been put in to stop the Checkstar being 

pulled above its torque range. For example, if the click factor is set to 80% and the beam Checkstar Opta is 

100Nm then it won’t let you use a click wrench above 80Nm on that Checkstar Opta and will tell you to 

change for a Checkstar Opta with greater span.

Include Obsolete Records - checkbox is ticked then it opens up a new tab in certification viewing which 

allows you to view previous/obsolete records.

Enable Variable Joint Time

Check for other applications linked to the same tool – will check all records to see if tool is link to other 

application and update them, so not duplicating work load.

Default Certification Interval

Default Validation Interval

Default Calibration Interval

Default Verification Interval

Default Audit Interval
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Auto Backup Frequency (Hours) - will back up the database every ‘x’ hours to prevent data loss if the 

program is suddenly closed. 

Backup Disk Usage (%) - is how much of the hard drive will be allocated by database backup and will not 

use anymore then this percentage.

Transducer selection based on - Select between USL and Target. This means if your USL is over the span 

of your transducer it will ask you to use the next size up, even if the target is under span.

Enable Offline Certifications – this will allow users to download jobs to a device and then carry out the 

certification.

Barcode ID Manual Mode – this means that the carriage return after reading a barcode needs to be done 

manually.

Default to % limits - means that when you are setting up a certification then rather asking you for the 

USL/Target/LSL in Nm it will ask you it in a % of the full span.

Don’t update Due Date if Certification/Validation Fail

Not In Calibration Check

No Action: No check is made on the Next Calibration Due dates of either the Torquestar or the Transducer

Warn User: Next Calibration Due dates of both the Torquestar and the Transducer are checked. A warning 

is displayed if either date is in the past or can’t be determined. The user has the option to continue or abort.

Prevent Usage: Next Calibration Due dates of both the Torquestar and the Transducer are checked. A 

message is displayed if either date is in the past or can’t be determined. The Certification/Quick Test will be 

aborted once the message is acknowledged.

Show Customer Details

Default Offline Cert/Val Limits Type – Select between Dynamic and Static.
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